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Suppose A is a (possibly unbounded) closed linear operator on a Banach space
X, x # X, and F is a Banach algebra of functions. We introduce a pointwise F func-
tional calculus for A at x. This is a bounded linear map from F into X, with the
properties that one would expect from a map f [ f (A) x, if A had a F functional
calculus; however A may not have such a functional calculus. We show that the
existence of a pointwise F functional calculus is equivalent to the existence of a
continuously embedded Banach subspace on which A has a (global) F functional
calculus. We characterize being pointwise generalized scalar at x and give simple
sufficient conditions. We also discuss the relationship between pointwise functional
calculi and the many physical problems that may be modelled as an abstract
Cauchy problem.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
Many of the most important objects in operator theory and its applica-
tionsstrongly continuous semigroups, spectral projections, and fractional
powers of operators, to name a fewmay be viewed as making sense out
of f (A), where A is an operator and f is a complex-valued function on a
subset of the complex plane. This is known as a functional calculus or
operational calculus for A (see Definition 1.4). Some references on this
subject are [Col-F, Dow, Du-S, Ka2, and Va].
Especially when dealing with unbounded operators, a desired functional
calculus for A may not exist on the entire space, but may be defined, in
some sense, at certain distinguished points.
For example, a strongly continuous semigroup generated by A, which we
will denote by [etA]t0 , corresponds to mild solutions of the corre-
sponding abstract Cauchy problem (see (5.1)) existing, for all initial data
x; the solution is then given by u(t, x)#etAx. It is often the case that,
although such a semigroup may not exist, the abstract Cauchy problem
may have a solution for some initial data x; it is still useful to think of this
solution as t [ etAx.
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A more specific example is to take iA to be the generator of translation,
on L p(R), for finite p>2. It is well known that A is not a spectral operator
of scalar type. Yet on functions f that equal the Fourier transform of an Lq
function (1p+1q=1), A behaves, in some sense, like a spectral operator
of scalar type. In [Ka1, Section 3.3], it is shown that the space of all such
Fourier transforms is a continuously embedded Banach subspace of Lp(R),
on which A is a spectral operator of scalar type.
In fact, it can be shown that, for any nonnegative integer n, if iA is
defined to be the generator of translation on L p(R), for p{2, then A fails
to have a BCn(R) functional calculus. But we have shown, in [d-E-J], that,
for 1 p<, there exists a Banach space continuously embedded between
the domain of A and L p(R), on which A has a BC 1(R) functional calculus
(see also Section VII of this paper). Thus f (A) is defined, at least on the
domain of A, for any f # BC 1(R). But the map f [ f (A) does not define a
BC1(R) functional calculus; f (A) is unbounded in general.
In general, when one does not have some desired behavior on the
original space, it is natural to search for a maximal continuously embedded
subspace where this behaviour occurs. For being a scalar-type spectral
operator, this is done in [Ka2], [B-Z1, 2], and [d-Ka1]; for generating
a strongly continuous semigroup, see [Ka3], [Kre-L-C], [d-Ka1] and
[d5, Chaps. IV, V, XXVII and XXVIII]; for being well-bounded, see
[d-Ka1]; for being a Laplace transform, see [d-Ka1]; for being Cn scalar,
in the bounded case, see [Ka2]; for being C0 scalar, in general, see
[d-Ka2] and [d7].
We would like to perform this search for good behaviour one point at
a time. We would like a map, from a Banach algebra of complex-valued
functions F, into a Banach space X, with the properties of a map f [ f (A) x,
for a fixed x, when f [ f (A) is a F functional calculus. We will call such
a map a pointwise F functional calculus for A, at x (see Definition 2.1).
It is surprising that we then automatically obtain a continuously embedded
subspace, on which A has a F functional calculus. In other words the good
local behaviour automatically leads to good global behaviour. Although
our definition of a pointwise functional calculus involves no operators
other than A, we automatically obtain a family of bounded operators, on
this subspace. For many Banach algebras F (see Hypotheses 3.1), we
construct a maximal subspace on which A has a F functional calculus,
consisting precisely of all x for which A has a pointwise F functional
calculus at x.
Of particular interest is to choose F equal to BC n(R). Even in two
dimensions this arises naturally. For,
A#_00
1
0& ,
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it is not hard to see that, for any polynomial p,
p(A)=_p(0)0
p$(0)
p(0) & ,
thus we have a linear operator on C2, with a BC 1(R) functional calculus,
that does not have a BC 0(R) functional calculus. We discuss having a
pointwise BCn(R) functional calculus in Section VI. For a bounded
operator, having a BCn(R) functional calculus is also known as being Cn
scalar or generalized scalar.
It should be noted that, when A has a pointwise BCn(R) functional
calculus at x, then A has an H (H=) functional calculus at x, for any
positive =, where H= is the horizontal strip [z # C&Im(z)|<=] (see Proposi-
tion 6.4).
It may be shown that generating a bounded strongly continuous semi-
group is equivalent to being densely defined and having a A1 functional
calculus, where A1 is the space of all Laplace transforms of L1 functions
(see [d6]). In Section V, we investigate the relationship between solutions
of the abstract Cauchy problem and having a pointwise A1 functional
calculus. This is intimately related to generating a strongly continuous
semigroup, because, for a closed operator A, generating a strongly con-
tinuous semigroup is equivalent to the corresponding abstract Cauchy
problem having a unique mild solution, for all initial data (see [G], [N],
[P], [vC] or [d5]).
We give the definition and basic properties of a pointwise functional
calculus in Section II. We show in Section III that, for many Banach
algebras, we may construct a maximal continuously embedded Banach
subspace Z(F) on which A has a F functional calculus. This space equals
the set of all x for which A has a pointwise F functional calculus at x. In
Section IV we discuss regularized functional calculi; this produces bounded
operators f (A)C, for f # F, C a fixed bounded operator, on the original
space.
The approaches of Sections III and IV, at least for special cases,
have been taken before. The idea behind Section III begins with the work
of Kantorovitz (see [Ka1], [Ka2], [Ka-Hu1], [Ka-Hu2], [d-Ka1],
[d-Ka2] and the references therein; see also [Kre-L-C]). Part of our goal
in Section III is to unify the semi-simplicity manifold and the HilleYosida
space of Kantorovitz; they each correspond to different choices of F, in the
maximal subspace Z(F) in Section III.
Sections II, III, and IV all represent responses to the same problem: the
non-existence of functional calculi, in the usual sense, for naturally occur-
ring unbounded operators. We use pointwise functional calculi to show the
relationships between these responses (see Corollary 2.9, Theorem 3.5(4)
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and Theorem 4.3). Which approach one chooses depends on one’s goals:
to have a pointwise analogue of functional calculi (Section II), to have a F
functional calculus on a maximal continuously embedded subspace (Sec-
tion III), or to have bounded operators on the original space (Section IV).
By way of illustration, we discuss weighted translation on the real line,
in Section VII. For | a strictly positive function on the real line, we con-
sider at which functions, f, in L1(R, |ds) or BUC(R, |), the operator dds
is Cn scalar.
A theme occurring throughout much of Sections V, VI, and VII is the
relationship among pointwise functional calculi, semigroups of operators,
and the abstract Cauchy problem. Some references for semigroups of
operators and the abstract Cauchy problem are [G], [N], [P], [vC] and
[d5].
Hypotheses and terminology 1.1. Throughout this paper, A is a closed,
linear, possibly unbounded, operator on the Banach space X, F is a
Banach algebra of complex-valued functions defined on a subset of the
complex plane, such that f0 # F, where f0(z)#1, for all complex z, and
there exists complex * such that g* # F, where g*(z)#(*&z)&1, for all
complex z. We denote by f1 the function f1(z)#z, for all complex z.
For any normed vector space W we will denote by B(W) the space of
bounded linear operators from W into itself, with the operator norm.
We will write D(A) for the domain of the operator A, \(A) for the resolvent
set, _(A) for the spectrum. We will write Z/X to mean that Z is con-
tinuously embedded in X, that is, ZX and the identity map, from Z into
X, is continuous. The operator A |Z has domain [x # D(A) & Z | Ax # Z].
When * is not an eigenvalue of A, the definition of g*(A) will be specified
to be (*&A)&1. Thus we want to focus on the following two collections of
functions.
Definition 1.2. For any complex *,
G* #[ p b g* | p is a polynomial].
Definition 1.3. For :>0, that is, : real and positive,
H: #{s [ q((s&:i)(s+:i)&1) } q is a polynomial in z and 1z= .
For f # G* , we define f (A) in the obvious way, when (*&A) is injective.
If f =Nk=0 :k(g*)
k, then
f (A)# :
N
k=0
:k(*&A)&k.
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Similarly, for f # H: , if both (:i+A) and (:i&A) are injective, and
f (s)=Nk=&M ;k(s&:i)
k (s+:i)&k, then
f (A)# :
N
k=&M
;k(A&:i)k (A+:i)&k.
If A # B(X), then a F functional calculus for A is a continuous algebra
homomorphism, f [ f (A), from F into B(X), such that f0(A)=I, f1(A)=A.
For A unbounded, the last condition must be modified.
Definition 1.4. A F functional calculus for A is a continuous linear
map f [ f (A), from F into B(X) such that
(1) f0(A)=I;
(2) f (A) g(A)=( fg)(A), for all f, g # F; and
(3) * # \(A) and g*(A)=(*&A)&1, whenever g* # F.
2. POINTWISE FUNCTIONAL CALCULI
We want to consider an analogue of a functional calculus, f [ f (A),
defined only at a single point x. That is, we want a mapping from F into
X that has the properties of the map f [ f (A) x. We would like a defini-
tion, focussing on the behaviour at x, that has no mention of any operators
besides A (Definition 2.1).
Despite the fact that we avoid mentioning any operators other than A,
we show that having a pointwise F functional calculus at x is equivalent
to x being in a continuously embedded Banach subspace on which A has
a F functional calculus (Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 2.9).
Definition 2.1. A pointwise F functional calculus for A, at x is a
continuous linear map 4 : f [ f (A, x), from F into X, such that
(1) f0(A, x)=x;
(2) whenever both f and f1 f are in F, then f (A, x) # D(A) and
Af (A, x)=( ff1)(A, x); and
(3) whenever g # F and g(A, x)=0, then ( fg)(A, x)=0, for all
f # F.
Proposition 2.2. Suppose that (*&A) is injective, and g* # F. Then (2)
of Definition 2.1 is equivalent to
(2$) for any f # F, f (A, x) # Im(*&A), with
(g* f )(A, x)=(*&A)&1 f (A, x).
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Proof. (2)  (2$). If f # F, then f1g* f =*g* f & f # F, thus (g* f )(A, x)
#D(A), with
A(g* f )(A, x)=*(g* f )(A, x)& f (A, x),
so that
(*&A)(g* f )(A, x)= f (A, x),
which implies (2$).
(2$)  (2). If f and f1 f are in F, then (*& f1) f and f =g*(*& f1) f
are in F thus ((*& f1) f )(A, x) # Im(*&A), with
f (A, x)=(*&A)&1 ((*& f1) f )(A, x),
so that f (A, x) # D(A), with
(*&A) f (A, x)=((*& f1) f )(A, x)=*f (A, x)&( f1 f )(A, x),
which gives (2). K
In many cases, (3) will follow automatically.
Proposition 2.3. Suppose that either
(a) there exists complex * such that G* is dense in F and (*&A) is
injective; or
(b) there exists :>0 such that both (:i+A) and (:i&A) are injective
and H: is dense in F.
Then (3) of Definition 2.1 follows automatically from (1) and (2), and a
pointwise F functional calculus for A at x, if it exists, is unique.
Proof. We will prove this under hypothesis (a); it is clear how the proof
would be modified for (b).
Assume that f [ f (A, x) is a continuous linear map from F into X,
satisfying (1) and (2) of Definition 2.1. As in the proof of Proposition 2.2,
if f # G* , with
f =:
k
:k(g*)k,
then, for any g # F, g(A, x) # k=0 Im((*&A)
k), with
( fg)(A, x)=:
k
:k(*&A)&k g(A, x).
Thus, if g(A, x)=0, then ( fg)(A, x)=0, for all f # G* . Since F is a Banach
algebra and f [ f (A, x) is continuous, it follows that f [ ( fg)(A, x) is
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continuous. Since G* is dense in F, it now follows that ( fg)(A, x)=0, for
all f # F, giving us (3) of Definition 2.1.
For the uniqueness, note that, by choosing g= f0 , we have f (A, x)
uniquely determined, for f # G* ;
f (A, x)=:
k
:k(*&A)&kx , when f =:
k
:k(g*)k.
Since G* is dense in F, and f [ f (A, x) is continuous, this uniquely deter-
mines f (A, x), for f # F. K
It is interesting that a pointwise functional calculus can always be extended
to a global functional calculus, on a continuously embedded subspace.
Definition 2.4. Suppose there exists a pointwise F functional calculus,
4 : f [ f (A, x), for A at x. Then we define
E(4)#[ f (A, x) | f # F],
with the norm
& f (A, x)&E(4) #sup[&( fg)(A, x)& | g # F, &g& F 1].
Note that
& f (A, x)&E(4)&4& sup[&( fg)&F | g # F, &g& F 1]&4& & f &F ,
since F is a Banach algebra.
Thus &y&E(4) is finite, for all y # E(4).
Theorem 2.5. Suppose that (*&A) is injective whenever g* # F and A
has a pointwise F functional calculus, 4, at x. Let Z be the completion of
(E(4), & &E(4)). Then
Z/X,
and A |Z has a F functional calculus, with
& f (A |Z)&& f &F , \f # F.
Proof. Let us write E as a shorthand for (E(4), & &E(*)). Note first that,
for any f # F,
& f (A, x)&E"\f f0& f0& F+ (A, x)"=(& f0& F )&1 & f (A, x)&,
thus E/X, which implies that Z/X.
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For any f # F, define 3f : E  E by
(3f ) g(A, x)#( fg)(A, x) (g # F).
Note that, by (3) of Definition 2.1, 3f is well-defined; that is, when h1(A, x)=
h2(A, x), then
(3f ) h1(A, x)#( fh1)(A, x)=( fh2)(A, x)#(3f ) h2(A, x).
To see that f [ 3f is a continuous map from F into B(E), suppose
& f &F 1. Then, for any g # F,
&(3f ) g(A, x)&E#&( fg)(A, x)&E
#sup[&( fgh)(A, x)& | h # F, &h&F 1]
sup[&( fgh)(A, x)& | h # F, & fh&F 1]
sup[&(gk)(A, x)& | k # F, &k&F 1]
#&g(A, x)&E ,
since, because & fh&F &h&F , we are taking the supremum over a larger
set, in the second instance.
This implies that
&3f &E& f & F , \f # F.
Thus f [ 3f, from F into B(E), is continuous. It is clear from its defini-
tion, and Definition 2.1, that it is a linear map satisfying (1) and (2) of
Definition 1.4. For any f # F, 3f extends uniquely to 3 f # B(Z); it is clear
that f [ 3 f is also a continuous linear map from F into B(Z) satisfying
(1) and (2) of Definition 1.4.
All that remains is to show (3) of Definition 1.4, for A |Z . Suppose * is
a complex number such that g* # F. We must show that * # \(A | Z) and
R* #3 g*=(*&A |Z)&1.
For any f # F, by Proposition 2.2, R* f (A, x) # D(A), with
(*&A) R* f (A, x)#(*&A)(g* f )(A, x)= f (A, x).
Since A is closed, it follows that A |Z is closed. Since R* # B(Z), it follows
that for any z # Z, R*z # D(A) and
(*&A) R*z=z;
this implies that R* z # D(A |Z), with
(*&A |Z) R*z=z (z # Z). (2.6)
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Suppose y # D(A |E). Then there exists f # F such that (*&A) y= f (A, x),
so that, by Proposition 2.2,
R*(*&A) y#(g* f )(A, x)=(*&A)&1 f (A, x)= y. (2.7)
If z # D(A |Z), then (*&A) z # Z, thus there exists a sequence wn , from Y,
converging to (*&A) z in Z. This implies that yn #R* wn converges to z
in Z. By (2.7),
R*(*&A) yn= yn ,
for all n. By (2.6), wn=(*&A) yn , for all n. Thus, letting n  , we have
R*(*&A |Z) z=z (z # D(A |Z)). (2.8)
Assertions (2.6) and (2.8) give us (3) of Definition 1.4, as desired. K
Corollary 2.9. Suppose (*&A) is injective whenever g* # F. Then the
following are equivalent.
(a) There exists a pointwise F functional calculus for A at x.
(b) There exists a Banach space Z such that x # Z, Z/X and A |Z
has a F functional calculus.
Then
f (A, x)= f (A |Z) x, \f # F.
3. MAXIMAL SUBSPACES WHERE AN OPERATOR HAS
A FUNCTIONAL CALCULUS
In Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 2.9, we have shown how, when certain
desirable behaviour, in this case having a F functional calculus, does not
occur on the original space, we may sometimes find a continuously embedded
subspace (what we called E(4), in Definition 2.4) on which this behaviour
occurs.
We would like such a subspace which is maximal; we would like a maxi-
mal continuously embedded Banach space Z such that A |Z has a F func-
tional calculus. We shall see that Z will consist of all points x at which A
has a pointwise F functional calculus. Thus local behaviour is translated
into global behaviour. All points for which A has a F functional calculus
can be put together into a Banach space with the desired global property,
having a F functional calculus.
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We perform a very similar construction, for bounded operators A, and
Banach algebras F in which the polynomials in z and 1z are dense, in
[d-Ka2].
More Hypotheses 3.1. In addition to Hypotheses 1.1, we will assume, in
this section, that either
(a) there exists * # \(A) such that G* (see Definition 1.2) is dense
in F; or
(b) there exists :>0 such that both :i and &:i are in \(A) and H:
(see Definition 1.3) is dense in F.
Recall that, for f # G* or H: , f (A) is defined in Definitions 1.2 and 1.3.
Lemma 3.2. (a) Suppose * is as in Hypothesis 3.1(a). Then there exists
a pointwise F functional calculus for A at x if and only if
&x&G* , F #sup[& f (A) x& | f # G* , & f &F 1]<.
The pointwise F functional calculus for A at x is then unique, and
&y&E(4)=&y&G* , F ,
for all y # E(4), where 4 is the pointwise functional calculus for A at x.
(b) Suppose Hypothesis 3.1(b) holds. Then there exists a pointwise F
functional calculus for A at x if and only if
&x&H: , F #sup[& f (A) x& | f # H: , & f &F 1]<.
The pointwise F functional calculus for A at x is then unique, and
&y&E(4)=&y&H: , F ,
for all y # E(4), where 4 is the pointwise functional calculus for A at x.
Proof. We will prove (a); it is clear how to modify the proof for (b).
The uniqueness of a pointwise F functional calculus follows from
Proposition 2.3.
As in the proof of Proposition 2.2 or 2.3, if A has a pointwise F func-
tional calculus at x, 4 : f [ f (A, x), then for any f # G* , g # F,
( fg)(A, x)= f (A) g(A, x);
thus it is clear that &x&G* , F is finite, and
&y&G* , F&y&E(4) ,
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for all y # E(4) (note that y= g(A, x), for some g # F). Equality follows
from the fact that G* is dense in F and, as argued in Proposition 2.3, the
map f [ ( fg)(A, x) is continuous, for any g # F.
Conversely, if &x&G* , F is finite, then we may define a continuous linear
map f [ f (A, x), from (G* , & &F ) into X by
f (A, x)# f (A) x,
as defined in Definition 1.2. Since G* is dense in F, this map extends
uniquely to a continuous linear map from F into X. It clearly satisfies (1)
of Definition 2.1. To see that this map satisfies (2$) of Proposition 2.2,
suppose f # F. Choose [hk]k G* such that hk  f in F as k  . Then,
since F is a Banach algebra and G* # F, it follows that hk g*  fg* in F
as k  ; thus
hk(A) x  f (A, x)
and
(*&A)&1 hk(A) x=(g*hk)(A) x  ( fg*)(A, x),
as k  . Since (*&A)&1 is bounded,
(*&A)&1 hk(A) x  (*&A)&1 f (A, x),
as k  . Thus
(g* f )(A, x)=(*&A)&1 f (A, x),
for all f # F, so that by Proposition 2.2, (2) is satisfied. By Proposition 2.3,
f [ f (A, x) is a pointwise F functional calculus for A at x. K
Definition 3.3. As a consequence of Lemma 3.2, under Hypothesis
3.1(a), & &G* , F is independent of *; under Hypotheses 3.1(b), & &H: , F is
independent of :, while, if we are under both Hypotheses 3.1(a) and 3.1(b),
then
&x&G* , F=&x&H: , F , \x # X.
Thus we will dispense with the * andor :, and henceforth merely write
& &Z( F ) to mean either & &G* , F or & &H: , F , from Lemma 3.2.
Definition 3.4. We define Z(F) to be the set of all x such that
&x&Z( F ) is finite.
We will also denote by Z(F) the normed vector space (Z(F), & &Z( F )).
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Theorem 3.5. (1) The space Z(F) is a Banach space continuously
embedded in X.
(2) A |Z(F ) has a F functional calculus, with & f (A |Z)&& f &F , for
all f # F.
(3) The space Z(F) is maximal, in the following sense. If W/X
is a normed vector space and A |W has a F functional calculus, then
W/Z(F).
(4) Z(F)=[x | A has a pointwise F functional calculus at x], and
&x&Z(F )= sup
& f &F1
& f (A, x)&=&x&E(4x) ,
for any x # Z(F), where 4x : f [ f (A, x) is the pointwise functional calculus
for A at x.
(5) If B # B(X) commutes with all resolvents of A, then B : Z(F) 
Z(F), B |Z(F ) # B(Z(F)), and &B |Z( F ) &&B&.
(6) _(A |Z(F ))_(A).
Proof. We will assume 3.1(a); it is clear how all arguments would be
modified for 3.1(b).
For (1), first note that it is clear from the definition of & &Z(F ) that
&x&&x&Z(F ) , \x # Z(F),
thus Z(F) is continuously embedded in X. To see that Z(F) is a Banach
space, suppose (xn) n=1 is a Cauchy sequence in Z(F). Then there exists
x # X such that xn converges to x in X. There exists a constant K such that
&xn&Z( F )K, \n # N.
For any f # G* , since f (A) is bounded, f (A) xn converges to f (A) x in X, as
n  . Thus, for any f # G* such that & f &F 1,
& f (A) x&= lim
n  
& f (A) xn&K,
so that x # Z(F). To see that xn  x in Z(F), fix =>0. There exists N so
that
&xn&xm &Z(F )<=, \n, mN.
Thus, for f # G* such that & f &F 1, nN,
& f (A)(xn&x)&= lim
m  
& f (A)(xn&xm)&=;
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taking the supremum over all such f implies that
&xn&x&Z(F )=, \nN,
as desired.
(2) For f # G* , we have
& f (A) x&Z(F )#sup[&g(A) f (A) x& | g # G* , &g&F 1]
=& f &F sup {"\ gf& f &F+ (A) x" } g # G* , &g&F 1= . (3.6)
Since F is a Banach algebra, [gf& f &F | g # G* , &g&F 1] is contained in
[h | h # G* , &h& F 1]. So in (3.6), since we are taking the supremum over
a smaller set, we have
& f (A) x&Z(F )& f &F &x&Z( F ) .
Since G* is dense in F, this implies that A | Z(F ) has the desired functional
calculus.
For (3), suppose A |W has a F functional calculus and W/X. Then
there are constants M1 , M2 such that
&x&M1 &x&W , & f (A | W) x&WM2 &x&W ,
for all x # W, f # F. Thus, for x # W, f # G* ,
& f (A) x&M1 & f (A) x&WM1M2 &x&W ,
so that
&x&Z( F )M1 M2 &x&W ,
as desired.
(4) follows immediately from Lemma 3.2.
For (5), it is clear from the definition of the norm that
&Bx&Z( F )&B& &x&Z(F ) ,
for all x # Z(F). Assertion (6) follows from (5), by choosing, for * # \(A), B#
(*&A)&1. Since (*&A)&1: Z(F)  Z(F), it follows that (*&A |Z(F ))&1=
(*&A)&1 |Z(F ) , so that * # \(A |Z(F )). K
An application of the uniform boundedness principle gives us the following.
Lemma 3.7. Suppose we are assuming Hypothesis 3.1(a). Then the
following are equivalent.
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(a) x # Z(F).
(b) [( f (A) x, x*) | f # G* , & f & F 1] is bounded, for all x* # X*.
Lemma 3.8. Suppose we are assuming Hypothesis 3.1(b). Then the
following are equivalent.
(a) x # Z(F).
(b) [( f (A) x, x*) | f # H: , & f & F 1] is bounded, for all x* # X*.
4. REGULARIZED FUNCTIONAL CALCULI
If we wish to operate globally on our original space, we need bounded
operators on X. The operators f (A | Z), from the previous section, are
bounded only on Z. It is often the case that we may find a bounded
operator C such that f (A)C is defined and bounded on X, for f # F. This
will define a regularized functional calculus. The operator C is providing
uniform control over the unboundedness of the operators f (A), on X.
The Banach space Z(F), from Section III, although maximal, may be
difficult to calculate exactly. We shall see (Theorem 4.3) that regularized F
functional calculi may be used to estimate and approximate Z(F) and its
topology.
Theorem 4.3 also provides an equivalence between the approaches of
Sections II and III and the approach of this section; recall that Z(F)
equals the set of all x for which A has a pointwise F functional calculus
at x, and is the maximal continuously embedded subspace on which A has
a F functional calculus.
For C commuting with A, a C-regularized functional calculus was intro-
duced in [d3]; see also [d-E-J] and [d-J]. Without the commuting, this
first appeared in [d4].
Throughout this section, C # B(X). We will denote by BC(X) the set of
all (possibly unbounded) operators G such that GC # B(X). Note that
Im(C) is contained in D(G), for G # BC(X), but these two sets may not be
equal: indeed B(X)BC(X). We make BC(X) into a Banach space, with
the norm
&G&BC (X) #&GC&B(X) .
Definition 4.1. The complex number * is in \C(A), the C-resolvent set
of A, if (*&A) is injective and Im(C)Im(*&A).
Definition 4.2. By a C-regularized F functional calculus for A we will
mean a continuous linear map f [ f (A), from F into BC(X), such that
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(1) f0(A) C=C;
(2) f (A) g(A) C=( fg)(A) C, \f, g # F; and
(3) * # \C(A) and g*(A) C=(*&A)&1 C, whenever g* # F.
We will denote by [Im(C)] the Banach space Im(C), normed by
&y&[Im(C)] #inf[&x& | Cx= y].
The following was proven in [d-E-J] when C commutes with f (A), for
all f # F.
Theorem 4.3. Suppose we are assuming Hypotheses 3.1, and (*&A) is
injective, whenever g* # F. Then the following are equivalent.
(a) A has a C-regularized F functional calculus.
(b) [Im(C)]/Z(F).
Proof. (a)  (b). We will prove this assuming Hypothesis 3.1(a). It is
clear how we would modify the argument for Hypothesis 3.1(b).
There exists a constant M so that
& f (A) C&M & f &F , \f # F.
Suppose y # Im(C). If Cx= y, then
&y&Z(F ) #sup[& f (A) Cx& | f # G* , & f & F 1]M &x&;
by taking an infimum on the right, we conclude that
&y&Z(F )M &y&[Im(C)] , \y # Im(C).
(b)  (a). For f # F, define f (A), on X, to have domain equal to Z(F),
f (A) x# f (A | Z(F )) x, (x # Z(F)).
There exists $>0 so that &y&[Im(C)]$ &y&Z(F ) , for all y # Im(C). Thus,
for any f # F, x # X,
& f (A) Cx&& f (A) Cx&Z( F )& f &F &Cx&Z(F )

1
$
& f &F &Cx&[Im(C)]
1
$
& f &F &x&.
Thus f [ f (A) is a continuous linear map from F into BC(X); (1)(3) of
Definition 4.2 clearly follow from the fact that f [ f (A |Z) is a functional
calculus. K
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Remark 4.4. When C commutes with A, and A has a C-regularized F
functional calculus, then without assuming Hypotheses 3.1, we obtain a
maximal continuously embedded subspace of X, on which A has a F
functional calculus; see [d-E-J, Theorem 2.4]. Although the subspace of
[d-E-J, Theorem 2.4] is not stated to be maximal, it is not hard to show
that it is.
5. POINTWISE FUNCTIONAL CALCULI AND SOLUTIONS
OF THE ABSTRACT CAUCHY PROBLEM
Many physical problems may be modelled as an abstract Cauchy problem
d
dt
u(t, x)=A(u(t, x))(t0), u(0, x)=x. (5.1)
By a strong solution of (5.1) we mean that t [ u(t, x) # C 1([0, ), X) &
C([0, ), [D(A)]), and satisfies (5.1). By a mild solution of (5.1), we mean
that t [ u(t, x) # C([0, ), X), t0 u(s, x) ds # D(A), for all t0, and satisfies
u(t, x)=A \|
t
0
u(s, x) ds++x (t0).
Some references for the abstract Cauchy problem and strongly con-
tinuous semigroups are [G], [H], [N], [P], [vC] and [d5].
In this section, we will discuss the relationship between pointwise func-
tional calculi and bounded solutions of (5.1).
First, we will characterize those x for which * [ ( (*&A)&1 x, x*) is
the Laplace transform of an L function, for any x* # X* (Theorem 5.4).
We shall see that this corresponds to A having a pointwise A1 functional
calculus at x, where A1 is the space of all Laplace transforms of the span
of L1([0, )) and the Dirac delta measure. This is equivalent to something
slightly weaker than a bounded mild solution of (5.1). And it is equivalent
to a condition on the resolvents that is familiar in the study of semigroups
of operators (see (a) of Theorem 5.4).
Theorem 5.9 is a partial converse of Theorem 5.4, in that we show that,
if there exists a bounded mild solution of (5.1), then A has a pointwise A2
functional calculus at x, where A2 is the space of all Laplace-Stieltjes trans-
forms of signed measures of bounded variation.
We use pointwise functional calculi to construct the Hille-Yosida space
for A (Definition 5.14), a maximal continuously embedded subspace of X
on which A generates a strongly continuous semigroup of contractions.
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Definition 5.2. We will denote by A1 the Banach algebra of all
Laplace transforms of the span of the Dirac measure $ and L1 functions,
that is, all functions f of the form
f (s)=|

0
e&st(F(t) dt+: d$(t))=:+|

0
e&stF(t) dt (s0), (5.3)
where F # L1([0, )), : # C with norm
& f &A1#&F&L1([0, ))+|:|.
If we think of a solution of (5.1) as being u(t, x)=etAx, then it seems
clear how to define a A1 functional calculus for &A at x
f (&A, x)#:x+|

0
u(t, x) F(t) dt,
where f is as in (5.3).
In the following theorem, we may think of the L functions Sx*(t) as
being (etAx, x*). The differential equation in (d) is a twice-integrated
version of (5.1), just as a mild solution of (5.1) is a solution of (5.1)
integrated once; note that Sx* is the second derivative of t [ (v(t), x*) ,
where v is the solution of the twice-integrated equation.
Theorem 5.4. Suppose (0, )\(A) and M is a constant. Then the
following are equivalent.
(a)
&*k(*&A)&k x&M,
for all *>0, k # N.
(b) For all x* # X*, there exists Sx* # L([0, )) such that
( (*&A)&1 x, x*) =|

0
e&*tSx*(t) dt (*>0),
&Sx*&M &x*&.
(c) There exists a pointwise A1 functional calculus for &A at x, such
that
& f (&A, x)&M & f &A1 , \f # A1 .
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(d) There exists a solution of
d
dt
v(t)=Av(t)+tx, v(0)=0,
with
&v$(t2)&v$(t1)&M |t2&t1 |, \t1 , t20.
(e) For any finite sequence of positive numbers [*j]j ,
"\‘j *j (*j&A)
&1+ x"M.
Then
Sx*(t)=\ ddt+
2
(v(t), x*) , \x* # X*,
for almost all t0,
( f (&A, x), x*)=:(x, x*)+|

0
F(t) Sx*(t) dt,
where f is as in (5.3), for all x* # X*, and
v(t)=\s [ |
t
0
(t&r) e&srdr+ (&A, x) (t0).
Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) is the classical Widder’s theorem,
since
\ dd*+
k
[(*&A)&1]=(&1)k
1
k!
(*&A)&(k+1), \k # N, *>0.
(b)  (c). By differentiating both sides, (b) implies that
( (*&A)&n x, x*) =|

0
tn&1
(n&1)!
e&*tSx*(t) dt,
for all *>0, n # N.
Noting that
(*+s)&n=|

0
e&st \ t
n&1
(n&1)!
e&*t+ dt (*>0, n # N),
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this implies that, if f # G* , for *>0, and F, : are as in (5.3), then
( f (&A) x, x*)=:(x, x*)+|

0
F(t) Sx*(t) dt,
so that (c) follows from Lemma 3.7.
(c)  (d): Define, for t0,
ht(s)#|
t
0
(t&r) e&rs dr(s0), v(t)#ht(&A, x).
A calculation shows that t [ ht # C1([0, ), A1), and
d
dt
ht(s)=&sht(s)+t, \s, t0.
This implies, by the definition of pointwise functional calculus, that v is
differentiable and v(t) # D(A), for all t0, with
d
dt
v(t)=Av(t)+tx, \t0.
The Lipschitz continuity follows from the fact that
d
dt
ht(s)=|
t
0
e&rs dr, \t0,
and
"s [ |
t2
t1
e&rs dr" A1=|t2&t1 |, \t1 , t20.
(c)  (e). For a fixed finite sequence of positive numbers [*j]j , define
f (s)#‘
j
fj (s),
where
fj (s)#*j (*j+s)&1=|

0
e&st(*j e&*j t) dt.
Since & f &F>j & fj &F=1, and
f (&A, x)=\‘j *j (*j&A)
&1+ x,
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(e) follows.
(e)  (a) is clear.
(d)  (b). Define, for *>0,
R(*)#|

0
e&*tv(t) dt ;
since A is closed, we may apply A to R(*) by taking A inside the integral,
AR(*)=|

0
e&*t(v$(t)&tx) dt=*R(*)&
1
*2
x,
thus
*2(*&A) R(*)=x
so that, for x* # X*,
( (*&A)&1 x, x*)=*2(R(*), x*)=|

0
e&*t \ ddt+
2
(v(t), x*) dt ;
letting
Sx*(t)#\ ddt+
2
(v(t), x*)
now proves (b).
The desired representation of ( f (&A, x), x*) has been shown for f # G*
(*>0); since G* is dense in A1 , this representation holds for all f # A1 . K
Corollary 5.5. Suppose (0, )\(A).
(1) If x # D(A) and &A has a A1 functional calculus at (1&A) x,
then there exists a bounded, Lipschitz continuous mild solution of (5.1).
(2) If x # D(A2) and &A has a A1 functional calculus at (1&A)2 x, then
there exists a bounded strong solution of (5.1), whose derivative is bounded.
Proof. (1) By Theorem 5.4,
v(t)#\s [ |
t
0
(t&r) e&sr dr+ (&A, (1&A) x) (t0)
is a solution of
v$(t)=A(v(t))+t(1&A) x (t0), v(0)=0,
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such that v$ is Lipschitz continuous. Since x # D(A), and A(1&A)&1 #
B(X), it follows that
(1&A)&1 v$(t)=A(1&A)&1 v(t)+tx
is continuously differentiable; define
u(t)#
d
dt
((1&A)&1 v$(t)).
Then
u(t)=A(1&A)&1 v$(t)+x=A |
t
0
u(s) ds+x ;
that is, u is a mild solution of (5.1). Since v$ is Lipschitz continuous, u
is bounded; since u(t)&x equals (A(1&A)&1) v$(t), u is also Lipschitz
continuous.
(2) As in the proof of (1), if
v(t)#\s [ |
t
0
(t&r) e&sr dr+ (&A, (1&A)2 x),
and
w(t)#
d
dt
((1&A)&1 v$(t)),
then w is bounded and Lipschitz continuous and
w(t)=A |
t
0
w(s) ds+(1&A) x,
for all t0.
Now let u(t)#(1&A)&1 w(t); since A(1&A)&1 # B(X ),
u(t)=A(1&A)&1 |
1
0
w(s) ds+x=|
t
0
Au(s) ds+x (t0),
so that u is a strong solution of (5.1). The boundedness and Lipschitz
continuity of u is inherited from w, so that both u and u$ are bounded. K
It is clear how we may now use Theorem 5.4 to generate sufficient
spectral conditions for (5.1) to have a bounded, Lipschitz continuous mild
or strong solution.
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Corollary 5.6. Suppose (0, )\(A).
(1) If x # D(A) and there exists a constant M so that
&*k(*&A)&k (1&A) x&M,
for all *>0, k # N, then there exists a bounded, Lipschitz continuous mild
solution of (5.1).
(2) If x # D(A2) and there exists a constant M so that
&*k(*&A)&k (1&A)2 x&M,
for all *>0, k # N, then there exists a bounded strong solution of (5.1),
whose derivative is bounded.
A larger Banach algebra than A1 , the LaplaceStieltjes transforms of
signed measures of bounded variation, we will denote by A2 . That is, A2
is the set of all functions of the form
g(s)=|

0
e&st d+(t) (s0), (5.7)
where + is a signed measure on [0, ) of bounded variation, with
&g&A2 #var +.
As something approaching a converse of Theorem 5.4 or Corollary 5.5,
we will prove that the existence of a bounded mild solution of (5.1)
produces a pointwise A2 functional calculus at x. First we will need the
following lemma about exponentially bounded solutions of (5.1), from [d5,
Lemma 2.10].
Lemma 5.8. Suppose u is a O(e|t) mild solution of (5.1) and A is closed.
Then, for Re(z)>|, 0 e
&ztu(t) dt # D(A), with
(z&A) \|

0
e&zt u(t) dt+=x.
In the following, note that we think of u(t) as being etAx, thus, infor-
mally, we are replacing s by &A, in (5.7), to obtain g(&A) x.
Theorem 5.9. Suppose (5.1) has a unique bounded mild solution,
t [ u(t, x) and A is a closed operator with no eigenvalues in the right
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half-plane [z # C | Re(z)>0]. Then &A has a pointwise A2 functional
calculus at x, given by
g(&A, x)#|

0
u(t, x) d+(t), (5.10)
where g is as in (5.7).
Proof. We will show that the map g [ g(&A, x), from A2 into X,
defined by (5.10), satisfies (1)(3) of Definition 1.2. This map is clearly
linear and continuous, since u is bounded.
Assertion (1) of Definition 2.1 is clear, since f0(s)#1 is the Laplace
Stieltjes transform of the Dirac measure and u(0, x)=x.
For both (2) and (3), we will need the following calculation. Suppose, for
j=1, 2, that
hj (s)=|

0
e&st d+j (s) (s0).
Then
(h1 h2)(&A, x)=|

0
u(t, x) d(+1 V +2)(t)
=|

0 _|

0
u(t+r, x) d+1(t)& d+2(r). (5.11)
For assertion (2), we will prove (2$) (see Proposition 2.2). Choose
h1 # g* , for Re(*)>0, h2= g # A2 , as in (5.7), to conclude, by (5.11) and
Lemma 5.8, that
( gg*)(&A, x)=|

0
|

0
u(t+r, x) e&*t dt d+(r)=|

0
(*&A)&1 u(r, x) d+(r)
#(*&A)&1 g(&A, x),
proving (2$).
For assertion (3), suppose h1(&A, x)=0. Note that the quantity in
brackets in (5.11),
w(r)#_|

0
u(t+r, x) d+1(t)& (r0)
is the solution of (5.1), with initial data w(0)=h1(&A, x)=0. By the
hypothesized uniqueness of the solutions of (5.1), w(r)=0, for all r0.
By (5.11), (h1 h2)(&A, x)=0, as desired.
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Example 5.12. Take A to be dds, on L(R), with maximal domain.
It is well known (see [H]) that a generator of a bounded strongly con-
tinuous semigroup has a A2 functional calculus. Since A is the adjoint of
dds on L1(R), the generator of translation on L1(R),
(T(t) f )(s)# f (s+t) (s, t # R, f # L1(R)),
A has a A2 functional calculus. But there exist initial data f # L(R) for
which (5.1) does not have a mild solution. Thus the converse of
Theorem 5.9 does not hold; for f # L(R), f  BUC(R), there exists a
pointwise A2 functional calculus for A at f, but there is not a bounded mild
solution of (5.1) with initial data f.
So (5.1) does not have a bounded mild solution for every x in Z(A2).
However, we shall see later (see Remarks 5.16) that, for every x in the
closure, in Z(A2), of D(A |Z(A2)), (5.1) has a bounded uniformly con-
tinuous mild solution.
It is physically important that (5.1) be well-posed. Informally, this means
that small changes in the initial data x should produce small changes in the
solution u(t, x). The usual way to make this precise is the following.
Definition 5.13. A strongly continuous family [T(t)]t0 B(X ) is a
strongly continuous semigroup generated by A if T(0)=I, T(t+s)=T(t) T(s),
for all s, t0, and
Ax=
d
dt
T(t) x } t=0,
with maximal domain.
Definition 5.14. Suppose (0, )\(A). The HilleYosida space for A,
introduced in [Ka3] and [Kre-L-C] (see also [d-Ka1] and [d5]) is
defined as follows. Let Y be the set of all x such that
&x&Z#sup {"\‘
n
j=1
*j (*j&A)&1+ x" } *j>0, n&1 # N=<.
Then Z is defined to be the closure, in (Y, & &Z), of D(A |Y).
We may use functional calculus techniques to show the important
properties of Z. Characterizations of Y may be transcribed from
Theorem 5.4.
Corollary 5.15. Suppose (0, )\(A). Let Z be the HilleYosida
space for A and let Y be as in Definition 5.14.
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(1) x # Y if and only if A has a pointwise A1 functional calculus at x,
and
&x&Y=sup[&*k(*&A)&k x& | *>0, k&1 # N].
(2) Z is the closure, in Z(A1), of D(A |Z(A1)).
(3) A |Z generates a strongly continuous semigroup of contractions.
(4) Z is maximal, in the following sense. If W/X and A |W
generates a bounded strongly continuous semigroup, then W/Z.
Proof. Assertion (1) follows from Theorem 5.4. Assertion (2) is clear
from Theorem 3.5 and 5.4. In [d6], it is shown that A generates a bounded
strongly continuous semigroup if and only if A is densely defined and A has
a A1 functional calculus. Combined with Theorem 3.5, this gives us (3)
and (4). K
Remarks 5.16. It is also shown, in [d6], that A generates a bounded
strongly continuous semigroup if and only if A is densely defined and A has
a A2 functional calculus. Thus Z also equals the closure, in Z(A2), of
D(A |Z( A2)). By Theorem 5.9, if (5.1) has a bounded mild solution, then
x # Z(A2). We show in [d-Ka1] and [d5] that Z equals the set of all x for
which (5.1) has a bounded mild uniformly continuous solution.
See [d5, Chapter V] or [d-Ka1, Section VI] for different approaches, and
more detailed results, about the HilleYosida space and Z(A1), including
simpler conditions on the resolvent that guarantee a point is in the
HilleYosida space.
Identically to Theorem 5.4, we may consider the reversible abstract
Cauchy problem
d
dt
u(t, x)=iAu(t, x) (t # R), u(0, x)=x ; (5.17)
it is convenient to replace A by iA so that we may have spectrum contained
in R instead of iR. It is clear how the definitions of mild solution and
strong solution extend from (5.1) to (5.17).
Definition 5.18. We will denote by B1 the Banach algebra of all
Fourier transforms of the span of the Dirac measure $ and L1 functions,
that is, all functions f of the form
f (s)=|
R
e&ist(F(t) dt+: d$(t))=:+|
R
e&istF(t) dt (s # R), (5.19)
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where F # L1(R), : # C, with norm
& f &B1#&F&L1(R )+|:|.
We will denote by B2 the Banach algebra of FourierStieltjes transforms
of signed measures of bounded variation, that is,
g(s)=|
R
e&ist d+(t) (s # R), (5.20)
where + is a signed measure on R of bounded variation, with
&g&B2#var +.
Theorem 5.21. Suppose _(A)R, and M is a constant. Then the following
are equivalent.
(a)
&*k(*+iA)&k x&M,
for all real nonzero *, k # N.
(b) For all x*, there exists S \x* # L
([0, )) such that
( (*\iA)&1 x, x*) =|

0
e&*tS \x*(t) dt (*>0),
&S \x*&M &x*&.
(c) There exists a pointwise B1 functional calculus for A at x, such
that
& f (A, x)&M & f &B1 , \f # B1 .
(d) There exists a solution of
d
dt
v(t)=&iAv(t)+tx, (t # R), v(0)=0,
with
&v$(t2)&v$(t1)&M |t2&t1 |, \t1 , t2 # R.
(e) For any finite sequence of real nonzero numbers [*j]j ,
"\‘j *j (*j+iA)
&1+ x"M.
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(f ) There exist pointwise A1 functional calculi for \iA at x, such that
& f (\iA, x)&M & f &A1 , \f # A1 .
Then
S \x*(t)=\ ddt+
2
(v(\t), x*) , \x* # X*,
for almost all t0, and
( f (A, x), x*) =:(x, x*) +|
R
F(t) \ ddt+
2
(v(t), x*) dt
=:(x, x*) +|

0
(F(&t) S &x*(t)+F(t) S
+
x*(t)) dt,
where f is as in (5.19), for all x* # X*.
(f ) follows from (d) of this theorem and Theorem 5.4.
Corollary 5.22. Suppose _(A)R.
(1) If x # D(A) and A has a B1 functional calculus at (i+A) x, then
there exists a bounded Lipschitz continuous mild solution of (5.17).
(2) If x # D(A2) and A has a B1 functional calculus at (i+A)2 x, then
there exists a bounded strong solution of (5.17), with bounded derivative.
Theorem 5.23. Suppose (5.17) has a unique bounded mild solution,
t [ u(t, x) and A is a closed operator with only real eigenvalues. Then A has
a pointwise B2 functional calculus at x, given by
g(A, x)#|
R
u(&t, x) d+(t),
where g is as in (5.20).
6. POINTWISE GENERALIZED SCALAR
A more familiar class of Banach algebras than appeared in the last sec-
tion, is the collection of spaces of functions on the real line with n bounded
continuous derivatives, BCn(R), for n a nonnegative integer.
Bounded operators, A, with a Cn(_(A)) functional calculus are known as
Cn scalar operators, operators of class Cn or generalized scalar operators.
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A thorough study and classification of such operators, with real spectrum,
may be found in [Ka2]; see also [Col-F] and [Va].
There have been many unbounded generalizations; see [B-E-J], [Da],
[d1, 2, 4], [d-J], [Ka2, Section 11.19], [Kr1, 2], [M1], [S] and [Va].
Many of these are more complex than having a BCn(C) functional
calculus; things are complicated by the fact that many of the most natural
unbounded operators, such as the generator of translation on LP(R), p{2,
do not have a BCn(C) functional calculus, for any n (see [C-D-McI-Y,
Lemma 5.3]; see, however, Corollary 7.4 and Proposition 6.4).
In [Ka2], for a bounded operator A, maximal subspaces where A has
a Cn([a, b]) functional calculus are constructed. It may be shown (see
[d-Ka2]) that the semi-simplicity manifold of [Ka2], on a reflexive space,
equals the maximal continuously embedded subspace on which a (possibly
unbounded) operator has a BCl (R) functional calculus (on a Hilbert space,
see also [B-Z1, 2]). On general Banach spaces, a maximal continuously
embedded subspace on which an operator has a BCl (R) functional calculus
is constructed in [d-Ka2] and [d7].
Hypotheses 6.1. Throughout this section, we will assume that there
exists :>0 so that the spectrum of A is contained in the horizontal strip
H:#[z # C | |Im(z)|<:].
In particular, this includes all bounded operators, and all operators with
real spectrum. In fact, for all but Example 6.21, we may assume that the
spectrum of A is contained in the real line.
Except for Example 6.21, we will restrict our attention to pointwise
BCn(R) functional calculi; it is clear how one could similarly treat
pointwise BCn(C) functional calculi.
Definition 6.2. We will denote by BCn(R) the space of all n-times
continuously differentiable functions, with bounded derivatives up to
order n, with the norm
& f &BCn(R ) # :
n
j=0
1
j !
sup
s # R
| f ( j)(s)|.
We will denote by BC nl (R) the subspace of BC
n(R) whose derivatives up
to order n have a limit at infinity; that is,
lim
|s|  
f ( j)(s) exists, when 0 jn.
Finally, Cn(R ) will be the space of n-times continuously differentiable
functions on R , the one-point compactification of the real line.
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The space C n(R ) equals (see [M2, page 60])
{ f : R  C | f | R # BCn(R), \s [ f \1s++ }R # BC n(R)= ,
with norm
& f &C n(R )#& f &BCn( R )+"\s [ f \1s++"BCn( R ) .
It is not hard to see that
Cn(R )/BC nl (R
n),
for any nonnegative integer n, and that C0(R )=BC 0l (R).
Definition 6.3. Suppose n is a nonnegative integer. We will say that A
is strongly real Cn scalar at x or strongly real generalized scalar of order n
at x if there exists a pointwise BCn(R) functional calculus for A at x, and
A is real Cn scalar at x or real generalized scalar of order n at x if there
exists a pointwise BC nl (R) functional calculus for A at x. Finally, we will
say that A is resolvent real Cn scalar at x or resolvent real generalized scalar
of order n at x if there exists a pointwise Cn(R ) functional calculus for A
at x.
The latter definition is motivated by the fact that an operator A has a
Cn(R ) functional calculus if and only if _(A)R and (*&A)&1 is Cn
scalar, for all complex * whose imaginary past is not zero (see [M1]).
It is not hard to see that A being real Cn scalar at x implies that A is
resolvent real Cn scalar at x. The operator
(Af )(s)#
1
s
f (s) (s # (0, 1], f # D(A)),
on C n0[0, 1], with maximal domain, is an example of an operator that is
resolvent real Cn scalar, but not real C n scalar.
Note that H: (see Definition 1.3) is dense in BC nl (R), and C
n(R ), so that
we may use Proposition 2.3 and Section III, in discussing being real Cn
scalar or resolvent real Cn scalar at a point.
Theorem 6.6 and Corollaries 6.8, 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12 give relationships
between polynomially bounded solutions of (5.17) and being (strongly or
resolvent) real Cn scalar at x, the initial data of the solution of (5.17). In
particular, if A # B(X ), then A is (strongly or resolvent) real generalized
scalar of finite order at x if and only if t [ eitAx is polynomially bounded.
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When iA generates a strongly continuous group [eitA]t # R , we characterize
being real Cn scalar at x in terms of the group, in Theorem 6.14. A is real
Cn scalar at x if and only if
t [ (1&it)&n (eitAx, x*)
is the FourierStieltjes transform of a signed measure, for all x* # X* (for
n=0, see [d-Ka2]). In Theorem 6.15 and Corollaries 6.166.20, we give
relationships between the resolvent of A and being (strongly) real Cn scalar
at x. In particular, if A # B(X), then A is (strongly) real generalized scalar
of finite order at x if and only if &(w&A)&1 x& is O(1+|Im(w)| &n), for
some nonnegative integer n, for Im(w){0.
As with all pointwise functional calculi, all results may be translated
immediately into functional calculi results; in this case, we obtain results
about an operator A being (strongly) generalized scalar (see Corollaries
6.13, 6.14, 6.19 and 6.20). A bounded operator A is real Cn scalar if it has
a Cn[&&A&, &A&] functional calculus, and A is real generalized scalar if it
is real Cn scalar, for some n. Many of our corollaries about bounded real
Cn scalar (globally, not pointwise) operators already exist in the literature.
All the results relating having polynomially bounded solutions of (5.17)
to being (strongly or resolvent) real generalized scalar at x are in the spirit
of Stone’s theorem. Stone’s theorem may be stated in the following way.
On a Hilbert space, A is real C0 scalar if and only if iA generates a bounded
strongly continuous group; this, in turn, is equivalent to (5.17) having a
bounded mild solution, for all initial data x.
An important advantage of being strongly real Cn scalar, rather than real
Cn scalar, at a point, is that it implies the existence of a pointwise H(H=)
functional calculus, where H(H=) is defined to be the set of all bounded
holomorphic functions H= into the complex plane, with the supremum
norm.
Proposition 6.4. Suppose A is strongly real Cn scalar at x, for some
nonnegative integer n. Then, for all =>0, there exists a pointwise H(H=)
functional calculus for A at x.
Proof. Fix =>0. It is sufficient to show that H(H=)/BCn(R). But
this is clear from the Cauchy integral formula
f (k)(x)=
k!
2?i ||z&x|==2 f (z)
dz
(z&x)k+1
,
for x # R, 0kn. K
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We will use the Fourier transform
(Ft)(t)#|
R
e&istf (s)
ds
2?
to establish relationships between polynomially bounded solutions of (5.17)
and being real generalized scalar at x. We will need the following Lemma,
which may be proved by elementary calculations.
Lemma 6.5. (1) There exists a constant c so that
&Ff &1c(& f &2+& f $&2),
for all f # H1(R).
(2) For all n # N, there exists a constant Mn such that
:
n
j=0
&( fg:i)( j)&2Mn & f &BC n( R ) ,
for all f # BCn(R), where g:i (s)#(:i&s)&1.
Theorem 6.6. Suppose n is a nonnegative integer and there exists a
O(1+|t|n) mild solution of (5.17). Then
(1) A is real Cn+1 scalar at (:i&A)&1 x.
If in addition, the solution is unique, then
(2) A is strongly real Cn+1 scalar at (:i&A)&1 x; and
(3) A is resolvent real Cn+2 scalar at x.
Proof. As usual, define g:i (s)#(:i&s)&1.
Let v be a O(1+|t|n) mild solution of (5.17).
For (1) and (2) of this theorem, define, for any f # BCn+1(R),
4( f )#|
R
[F( fg:i)](t) v(t) dt.
Note that we think of v(t) as being eitAx so that, informally, we are using
the Fourier inversion theorem
|
R
F( fg:i)(t) v(t) dt=( fg:i)(A) x= f (A, (:i&A)&1 x).
The following calculation shows that this integral is convergent, and
provides the desired upper bound for &4( f )&. We use Lemma 6.5 and the
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fact that f # BC n+1(R), to assert the existence of constants K1 , K2 such that
&4( f )&="|R _F \\1+
d
ds+
n
( fg:i)+& (t) v(t)(i+t)n dt"
K1 "F \\1+ dds+
n
( fg:i)+ "1
K1K2 :
n+1
j=0
&( fg:i)( j)&2K1K2 Mn+1 & f &BC n+1(R ) .
Thus the map f [ 4f defines a bounded linear map from BCn+1(R) into X.
We will now verify (1) and (2) of Definition 2.1, and, under hypothesis
(2), (3) of Definition 2.1.
4( f0)#|
R
F(g:i)(t) v(t) dt=&i |
0
&
e:tv(t) dt
=&i |

0
e&:tv(&t) dt=&i(:+iA)&1 v(0)=(:i&A)&1 x,
by Lemma 5.8.
This verifies (1) of Definition 2.1. For (2) and (sometimes) (3), we need
the following calculation, using a change of variables and Fubini’s theorem,
for f, g # BCn+1(R).
4( fgg:i)#|
R
F( fgg:i g:i)(t) v(t) dt
=|
R _|R F(gg:i)(t&r) F( fg:i)(r) dr& v(t) dt
=|
R _|R F(gg:i)(t&r) v(t) dt& F( fg:i)(r) dr
=|
R _|R F(gg:i)(s) v(r+s) ds& F( fg:i)(r) dr. (6.7)
Choosing g= f0 , in (6.7), and using Lemma 5.8 gives us
4( fg:i)=|
R _&i |

0
e&:sv(&(r+s)) ds& F( fg:i)(r) dr
=|

0
(:i&A)&1 v(r) F( fg:i)(r) dr=(:i&A)&1 4f.
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By Proposition 2.2 this proves (2) of Definition 2.1. Since H: is dense in
BC n+1l (R), by Proposition 2.3(b), this proves (1) of our theorem.
Now suppose that the solution, v, of (5.17), is unique. To prove (3) of
Definition 2.1, suppose g # BCn+1(R) and 4g=0. Note that the quantity in
brackets at the end of (6.7),
w(r)#_|R F(gg:i)(s) v(r+s) ds& (r # R),
is a mild solution of (5.17), with initial data
x=w(0)=_|R F(gg:i)(s) v(s) ds&#4g=0.
By uniqueness, this implies that w(r)=0, for all r # R. By (6.7), this implies
that, for any f # BCn+1(R),
0=4( fgg:i)=(:i+A)&1 4( fg),
so that 4( fg)=0. This proves (3) of Definition 2.1.
We have shown (1) and (2) of this theorem. For (3), fix # such that
n<#<n+1, and let W be the set of all w in X such that (5.17) (with x
replaced by w) has a mild solution u(t, w) such that t [ (1+|t|#)&1 u(t, w)
is bounded and uniformly continuous on [0, ), with norm
&w&W#sup
t # R
(1+|t| #)&1 &u(t, w)&.
As in [d5, Chapter V], W is a Banach space, W/X and iA |W generates
a strongly continuous group, defined by
esA |Ww#u(s, w) (s # R).
To see that &esA |W& is O(1+|s| #), we calculate:
(1+|s| #)&1 &esA |Ww&W#sup
t # R
(1+|t| #)&1 &u(s+t, w)&
=sup
t # R
(1+|t| #)
(1+|s| #)(1+|t&s| #)
((1+|t| #)&1 &u(t, w)&)
sup
t # R _
(1+|t| #)
(1+|s| #)(1+|t&s| #)& &w&W .
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Since the quantity in brackets is uniformly bounded, for s, t # R, it follows
that
[(1+|s|#)&1 &esA |Ww&W | s # R]
is bounded, for all w # W. By the uniform boundedness principle, &esA |W& is
O(1+|s| #), as desired.
By [M1, Corollary 4.5] (the proof is valid if m is replaced by [m]), A |W
is resolvent real Cn+2 scalar: that is, A | W has a Cn(R ) functional calculus.
By Corollary 2.9, since x # W, A is resolvent real Cn+2 scalar at x. K
Corollary 6.8. Suppose n is a nonnegative integer and there exists a
strong solution, u, of (5.17), such that both u and u$ are O(1+|t|n). Then
(1) A is real Cn+1 scalar at x; and
(2) if, in addition the solution is unique, then A is strongly real Cn+1
scalar at x.
Proof. By integrating, and applying (:i&A) to, both sides of (5.17),
using the fact that u # C(R, [D(A)]), we obtain
(:i&A) u(t)=A |
t
0
(:i&A) u(s) ds+(:i&A) x (t # R).
Theorem 6.6 now concludes the proof. K
Lemma 6.9. Suppose iA generates a strongly continuous group [eitA]t # R
and A is resolvent real Cn scalar at x. Then for all *>:, the map
(s [ eits(*i+s)&2n) # Cn(R ),
with
eitA(*i+A)&2n x=(s [ eits(*i+s)&2n)(A, x).
Proof. Fix *>:. Note that Hypotheses 6.1 imply that &*i # \(A). Let
f [ f (A, x) be the pointwise Cn(R ) functional calculus for A at x. A calcu-
lation shows that
f*, t(s)#eits(*i+s)&2n # Cn(R ),
for any *>:.
Define, for fixed *>:,
u(t)# f*, t(A, x) (t # R).
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The unique mild solution of (5.17), with x replaced by (*i+A)&2n x, is
t [ eitA(*i+A)&2n x. Thus we will be done if we can show that u is a mild
solution of (5.17), with x replaced by (*i+A)&2n x.
By the continuity of the map f [ f (A, x),
|
t
0
u(r) dr=\s [ |
t
0
f*, r(s) dr+ (A, x).
Since
s |
t
0
f*, r(s) dr=&i( f*, t(s)& f*, 0(s)) (s # R),
(2) of Definition 2.1 implies that t0 u(r) dr # D(A), with
A \|
t
0
u(r) dr+=&i(u(t)&u(0)).
By Proposition 2.2, u(0)=(*i+A)&2n x. K
Corollary 6.10. Suppose iA generates a strongly continuous group and
n is a nonnegative integer. Consider the following assertions.
(a) A is resolvent real Cn scalar at x.
(b) t [ eitAx is O(1+|t| n).
(c) A is strongly real Cn+1 scalar at (:i&A)&1 x.
(d) A is resolvent real Cn+2 scalar at x.
Then (a)  (b)  (c) and (b)  (d ).
Proof. (a)  (b) follows from Lemma 6.9, since x=lim*  (*i)2n (*i+
A)&2n x and there exists a constant M so that
&(s [ eits(*i)2n (*i+s)&2n)&Cn(R )M(1+|t|n),
for all t # R, *>1. The implications (b)  (c) and (b)  (d) are from
Theorem 6.6. K
Corollary 6.11. Suppose A # B(X ) and n is a nonnegative integer.
Consider the following assertions.
(a) A is resolvent real Cn scalar at x.
(b) t [ eitAx is O(1+|t| n).
(c) A is strongly real Cn+1 scalar at x.
Then (a)  (b)  (c).
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Proof. Since A is bounded, with real spectrum, a pointwise BCn(R)
functional calculus at (*i&A)&1 x produces a pointwise BC n(R) functional
calculus at x, given by
f (A, x)#(:i&A) f (A, (:i&A)&1 x).
Thus Corollary 6.11 follows from Corollary 6.10. K
Corollary 6.12. Suppose A # B(X ). Then A is real generalized scalar
of finite order at x if and only if t [ eitAx is polynomially bounded.
Corollary 6.13. Suppose A # B(X ) and n is a nonnegative integer.
Consider the following assertions.
(a) A is real Cn scalar.
(b) t [ eitA is O(1+|t|n).
(c) A is real Cn+1 scalar.
Then (a)  (b)  (c).
In [Ka2, Lemma 3.2] it is shown that, when t [ &eitA& is O(1+|t|h), for
some h0, then A is real Cm scalar, for m#[h]+2.
We may also characterize points x at which A is real generalized scalar
of finite order, in terms of solutions of (5.17) being FourierStieltjes trans-
forms. For simplicity, we will assume that iA generates a strongly con-
tinuous group; this is a natural assumption, because i times a densely
defined operator with a BC nl (R) functional calculus may be shown to
generate a strongly continuous group.
Theorem 6.14. Suppose that iA generates a strongly continuous group
[eitA]t # R and n is a nonnegative integer. Then the following are equivalent.
(a) A is real Cn scalar at x.
(b) The map
t [ (1&it)&n (e&itAx, x*) (t # R)
is the FourierStieltjes transform of a signed measure of bounded variation,
for all x* # X*.
Proof. (a)  (b). Fix x* # X*. Since the map f [ ( f (A, x), x*) is a
bounded linear map from BC n0(R) into the complex plane, there exists a
signed measure +, of bounded variation on R, such that
( f (A, x), x*) =|
R _\1+
d
ds+
n
f (s)& d+(s),
for all f # BC n0(R).
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By Lemma 6.9, for any real t,
(e&itAx, x*)= lim
*  
*i(*i+A)&1 e&itAx
= lim
*  
(1&it)n |
R
*i(*i+s)&1 e&its d+(s)
=(1&it)n |
R
e&its d+(s),
by dominated convergence.
(b)  (a). Fix x* # X*, and let + be the signed measure of bounded
variation such that
(e&itAx, x*)=(1&it)n |
R
e&its d+(s), \t # R.
Then, for k # N,
i k( (:i+A)&k x, x*) =( (:&iA)&k x, x*)
=|

0
tk&1
(k&1)!
e&:t(eitAx, x*) dt
=|

0
tk&1
(k&1)!
e&:t(1+it)n _|R eits d+(s)& dt
=|
R _|

0
tk&1
(k&1)!
e&:t(1+it)n eits dt& d+(s)
=|
R _\1+
d
ds+
n
|

0
tk&1
(k&1)!
e&:teits dt& d+(s)
=i k |
R _\1+
d
ds+
n
(:i+s)&k& d+(s).
A similar argument shows that
( (:i&A)&k x, x*) =|
R _\1+
d
ds+
n
(:i&s)k& d+(s),
for any k # N. Thus, for any f # H: ,
( f (A) x, x*)=|
R _\1+
d
ds+
n
f (s)& d+(s).
Since + is of bounded variation, Lemma 3.8 now implies (a). K
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Here is a simple sufficient condition on the resolvent set, for A being
strongly real generalized scalar at a point. In Corollary 6.16, we will see
that it is a natural condition.
Theorem 6.15. Suppose _(A)R, x # D(A3), n is a nonnegative integer
and there exists a constant M so that
&(w&A)&1 (i+A)3 x&M(1+|Im(w)|&n),
for Im(w){0.
Then A is strongly real Cn+1 scalar at x.
Proof. For 0<=<1, define
v(t)#|
H=
eitw(w&A)&1 (i+A)3 x
dw
2?i(i+w)3
(t # R).
By calculus of residues, this integral is independent of =. Since &(w&A)&1&
is bounded on H= , v(t) # D(A), with
Av(t)=|
H=
eitwA(w&A)&1 (i+A)3 x
dw
2?i(i+w)3
(t # R).
Again by calculus of residues,
|
H=
eitw
dw
2?i(i+w)3
=0, \t # R,
thus it follows that v is differentiable with
d
dt
v(t)=|
H=
i(w&A+A) eitw(w&A)&1 (i+A)3 x
dw
2?i(i+w)3
=iAv(t),
for t # R.
By [d5, Lemma 22.34],
v(0)=x.
Thus v is a strong solution of (5.17). To apply Corollary 6.8, we must
estimate &v(t)& and &v$(t)&. It is clear that
&(w&A)&1 (i+A)3 x&2M |Im(w)|&n,
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for 0<|Im(w)|<1; thus for 0<=<1,
&v$(t)&2M
e |t|=
=n |H=
d |w|
2?(1+|w| )2

4
?
M
e |t| =
=n |

0
(1+r)&2 dr, \t # R.
For |t|>1, we may let ==1|t|, to conclude that
&v$(t)&
4
?
Me |t|n |

0
(1+r)&2 dr, if |t|>1.
It follows that &v$(t)& is O(1+|t| n). The same argument shows that &v(t)&
is O(1+|t|n). The conditions on the resolvent imply that all solutions of
(5.17) are unique. Thus we may apply Corollary 6.8, and conclude. K
Corollary 6.16. Suppose _(A)R and n is a nonnegative integer.
Consider the following.
(a) A is real Cn scalar at x.
(b) There exists a constant M so that
&(w&A)&1 x&M(1+|Im(w)| &(n+1)),
for Im(w){0.
(c) A is strongly real Cn+2 scalar at (i+A)&3 x.
Then (a)  (b)  (c).
Proof. (a)  (b) is clear by noting that
&gw&BCn(R )= :
n
j=0
|Im(w)|&( j+1).
Theorem 6.15 gives us (b)  (c). K
Finally, we should see how these results involving the resolvent set look
for bounded operators.
Corollary 6.17. Suppose A # B(X ), _(A)R and n is a nonnegative
integer. Consider the following.
(a) A is real C n scalar at x.
(b) There exists a constant M so that
&(w&A)&1 x&M(1+|Im(w)| &(n+1)),
for Im(w){0.
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(c) A is strongly real Cn+2 scalar at x.
Then (a)  (b)  (c).
Proof. As in Corollary 6.11, since A # B(X ), A being strongly real Cn+2
scalar at (i+A)&3 x implies that A is strongly real Cn+2 scalar at x. Thus
Corollary 6.17 follows from Corollary 6.16. K
Corollary 6.18. Suppose A # B(X ) and _(A)R. Then the following
are equivalent.
(a) A is real generalized scalar of finite order at x.
(b) There exists n # N and a constant M so that
&(w&A)&1 x&M(1+|Im(w)| &n),
for Im(w){0.
Corollary 6.19. Suppose A # B(X ), _(A)R and n is a nonnegative
integer. Consider the following.
(a) A is real C n scalar.
(b) There exists a constant M so that
&(w&A)&1&M(1+|Im(w)|&(n+1)),
for Im(w){0.
(c) A is real Cn+2 scalar.
Then (a)  (b)  (c).
Corollary 6.20. Suppose A # B(X ) and _(A)R. Then the following
are equivalent.
(a) A is real generalized scalar.
(b) There exists n # N and a constant M so that
&(w&A)&1&M(1+|Im(w)|&n),
for Im(w){0.
Example 6.21. Take L to be the unilateral left-shift, on l p(N) (1
p<),
Le j #e j&1 ( j # N, e 0 #0).
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By obvious analogy with Definition 6.3, we will define an operator A to
be Cn scalar at x if there exists a pointwise BC nl (C) functional calculus for
A at x.
First, note that, for any nonnegative integer n, by Theorem 3.5(5),
L |Z(BCln(C )) is bounded, in fact, &L | Z(BCln( C )) &1. This implies that
Z(BC nl (C))=Z(C
n(D)), where D is the unit disc [z # C | |z|1].
Proposition 6.21.1. L is Cn scalar at x if and only if L is real C n scalar
at x if and only if x # Cn+1; that is, xj=0, for all j>n+1.
Proof. If x # Cn+1, then
( f (L, x ))m# :
n
j=0
f ( j)(0)
j !
xj+m (m # N)
defines a pointwise Cn([&1, 1]) functional calculus for L at x , so that L
is real Cn scalar at x .
Conversely, if L is Cn scalar at x , then
f [ ( f (L, x ))1=( f (L, x ), e 1)
is a bounded map from Cn(D) into the complex plane.
For any polynomial p, p(L, x )= p(L) x , thus there exists a constant M
such that
} :
N
j=0
p( j)(0)
j !
xj+1 }=|( p(L) x )1 |M &p&C n(D) ,
for all polynomials p, where N is the degree of p. This implies that xj+1=0
when j>n, that is, x # Cn+1. K
For the right-shift, R,
Re j #e j+1 ( j # N),
on the same spaces l p(N) (1 p<), we have much different behaviour.
Proposition 6.21.2. For any nonnegative integer n, there are no non-
trivial x # l p such that R is Cn scalar at x .
Proof. If x # l p is nontrivial, then there exists k # N such that xk {0.
For any nonnegative integer n, polynomial p,
&p(R) x &|( p(R) x )k+n+1 |= }:j
p( j)(0)
j !
xk+n+n& j } ,
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where xm #0 when m0. Since xk+n+1& j {0 when j=n+1, the map
p [ p(R) x cannot extend to a bounded map from Cn(D) into l p. K
Less predictable examples will be in the next section, on weighted trans-
lations.
7. WEIGHTED TRANSLATION
We would like to give some illustrative examples of pointwise real
generalized scalar behaviour.
Throughout this section, | is a strictly positive continuous function on
the real line, and A is i(dds), so that iA is the generator of translation
(eitAf )(s)# f (s&t) (s, t # R),
on X#L1(R, |, ds), or BUC(R, |)#[ f # C(R) | f| # BUC(R)], with
& f &BUC( R , |) #sup
s # R
| f (s) |(s)|.
We could similarly consider L p(R, | ds) (1 p<), but these two cases
are sufficient for illustration.
We will discuss those f for which A is (strongly or resolvent) real Cn
scalar at f. Keep in mind that, when A is strongly real Cn scalar at f, for
some nonnegative integer n, then A has a pointwise H(H=) functional
calculus at f, for every positive = (see Proposition 6.4; H= is the horizontal
strip [z # C | |Im(z)|<=]).
A calculation shows the following.
Lemma 7.1. The operator iA generates a strongly continuous group if
and only if
sup
s # R
|(s+t)
|(s)
is finite, for all real t. Then, for any real t,
&eitA&=sup
s # R
|(s+t)
|(s)
.
Corollary 6.10 now gives us the following.
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Proposition 7.2. Suppose n is a nonnegative integer and there exists a
constant M such that
sup
s # R
|(s+t)
|(s)
M(1+|t| n), \t # R.
Then
(1) for all f # D(A), A is strongly real Cn+1 scalar at f ; and
(2) for all f # X, A is resolvent real Cn+2 scalar at f.
In the following proposition, we make a natural choice for our weight
function |. Notice how closely tied the real generalized scalar behaviour is,
to the rate of growth of |.
Proposition 7.3. Suppose n is a nonnegative integer and
|(s)#(1+s2)n2 (s # R).
Then
(1) if n>0, then for all nontrivial f # X, A fails to be resolvent real
Cn&1 scalar at f ;
(2) for all f # D(A), A is strongly real Cn+1 scalar at f ; and
(3) for all f # X, A is resolvent real Cn+2 scalar at f.
Proof. Assertions (2) and (3) follow from Proposition 7.2.
For (1), note that a calculation shows that
sup
t>1, s # R
(1+t2)&n2
|(s+t)
|(s)
is finite, and
lim
t  
(1+t2)&n2
|(s+t)
|(s)
=(1+s2)&n2, \s # R.
Thus, by dominated convergence, for nontrivial f # L1(R, | ds),
lim
t  
(1+t2)&n2 &eitAf &1=|
R
| f (s)| ds,
so that there exists c>0 so that
&eitAf &1c(1+t2)n2, \t>1.
Thus assertion (1) follows from Corollary 6.10, when X=L1(R, | ds).
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For X=BUC(R, |), suppose f # X is nontrivial. Then there exists s0 # R
such that f (s0){0. For any t>0,
(1+t2)&n2 &eitAf &BUC(R , |)=sup
s # R
(1+t2)&n2 | f (s) |(s+t)|
(1+t2)&n2 | f (s0)| |(s0+t),
which converges to | f (s0)|, as t  . Thus, again, there exists c>0 so that
&eitAf &BUC( R , |)c(1+t2)n2, \t>1.
and assertion (1) follows from Corollary 6.10. K
Corollary 7.4. Suppose X=BUC(R) or L1(R). Then
(1) for all f # D(A), A is strongly real C1 scalar at f ;
(2) for all f # X, A is resolvent real C 2 scalar at f ; and
(3) for all n # N, there exists f # X such that A is not strongly real Cn
scalar at f.
Proof. Assertions (1) and (2) follow from Corollary 7.3, with n=0.
In [C-D-McI-Y, Lemma 5.3], it is shown that A does not have an H(H=)
functional calculus, for =>0, thus by Proposition 6.4, it cannot have a
BCn(R) functional calculus, for any nonnegative integer n.
Remark 7.5. For X=L p(R), 1 p<2, Z(BC0(R)) is trivial (see [Ka1,
Section 3.3] or [d-Ka2, Example 3.27]). That is, for all nontrivial f # X, A
fails to be real C 0 scalar at f. Yet for a very large set of f, including D(A),
A is strongly real C1 scalar at f. As with Proposition 7.3, this illustrates
how crucial the choice of n is, in discussing real Cn scalar behaviour.
Assertion (3) of Corollary 7.4 demonstrates that getting desirable global
behaviourin this case, being strongly real Cn scalaron the original
space may be impossible. Yet assertion (1) shows that, by shrinking only
a littlenote that here [D(A)]/Z(BC1(R)) (see Section III)we
obtain the desired behaviour; A|Z(BC1(R )) is strongly real C1 scalar.
Other natural choices of weight functions | give no nontrivial pointwise
real Cn scalar behaviour. Of course, if we make | grow even faster; |(s)#
es2, for example; then we no longer have a strongly continuous group (see
Lemma 7.1).
Proposition 7.6. Suppose
|(s)#es (s # R).
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Then for all nontrivial f # X, A fails to be resolvent real generalized scalar of
finite order at f.
Proof. For any real t,
&etAf &1=|
R
| f (s&t)| es ds=|
R
| f (s)| es+t ds=et& f &1;
a similar calculation shows that
&etAf &BUC(R , |)=et & f &BUC( R , |) .
Thus, for any nontrivial f, &etAf & is not polynomially bounded, so that,
by Corollary 6.10, A cannot be real Cn scalar at f, for any nonnegative
integer n. K
We may use our results to obtain interesting facts about the presence of
FourierStieltjes transforms of signed measures of bounded variation.
Proposition 7.7. Suppose both f and f $ are in BUC(R). Then there
exists a signed measure +, of bounded variation, such that
f (t)
1&it
=|
R
e&ist d+(s) (t # R).
Proof. Let X#BUC(R). Then f # D(A). By Corollary 7.4(1), A is real
C1 scalar at f. Writing $ for the Dirac delta measure, Theorem 6.14 implies
that there exists a signed measure + such that, for all real t,
(1&it) |
R
e&ist d+(s)=(e&itAf, $)#(e&itAf )(0)= f (t).
As a corollary, we give simple sufficient conditions on f, for A, on
BUC(R), to be real C0 scalar at f. The function f, and its derivative, need
to be continuous and O((1+|t| )&1).
In fact, we have shown, in [d-Ka2, Example 3.26], that, for A as in
Proposition 7.7, A is real C0 scalar at f if and only if f is the Fourier
Stieltjes transform of a signed measure of bounded variation.
In [d-Ka2], we call Z(BCl (R)) (see Section III of this paper) the semi-
simplicity manifold for A. We show in [d-Ka2] that, when X does not
contain a copy of c0 , then A | Z(BCl (R )) is a spectral operator of scalar type.
For general X, we have spectral projections defined on the dual,
(Z(BCl (R)))*, of Z(BCl (R)). Since X*/(Z(BCl (R)))*, we have what
may be thought of as generalized spectral projections defined on X*,
mapping X* into (Z(BCl (R)))*.
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Corollary 7.8. Suppose that f, f $, t [ tf (t) and t [ tf $(t) are in
BUC(R). Then f is the LaplaceStieltjes transform of a signed measure of
bounded variation, and A, on BUC(R), is real C0 scalar at f.
Proof. By Theorem 6.14 (or [d-Ka2, Theorem 3.15]), if f is the Fourier
Stieltjes transform of a signed measure of bounded variation, then A is real
C0 scalar at f.
It is not hard to see that t [ (1&it) f (t) # D(A); thus by Proposition 7.7
there exists a signed measure + of bounded variation such that
f (t)=
f (t)(1&it)
(1&it)
=|
R
e&ist d+(s), \t # R,
as desired. K
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